
VPRO Tegenlicht Meet-Up 

“Het rendement van geluk” (The Progress of Happiness) 

 
Good evening everyone! Today we have gathered here tonight to talk about the 

VPRO Tegenlicht episode “Het rendement van geluk” (The Progress of Happiness).  

The night will consist of the viewings of 4 clips – with a short 15-20 minute break in 

between after the third clip. After each clip, 5 questions will be asked in which the 

first 3 will be directed towards our guest speakers and the last 2 directed to you – the 

audience. Please do not hesitate to raise your hand if you have any opinions/relevant 

thoughts to share with us and also keep your points short for the sake of time.  

 

Asha and Anne-Jean could you kindly introduce yourselves to the audience 

 
Asha Lalai - Founding Director Action for Happiness Nederland & Happiness 

Entrepreneur 

Anne-Jean de Vries MA & MSc - Spreker, Auteur, Coach, Master Trainer & 

Consultant - Core Connections 

 

 

CLIPS: 
Clip 1 – Bhutan, Cameron, Richard Layard 
Clip 2 – VPRO Clip 1 – Kees Klomp 
Clip 3 – VPRO Clip 2 – Boyan Slat (Ocean plastics), Kees Klomp 
Clip 4 – Gerard Steijn (Houses) 
 

Clip 1 
 
Summary/Questions 
 

 It started 20 years ago with the King of Bhutan, who asked for the 
replacement of the gross national product with gross national happiness  

 The new age movement took it over but soon after it was forgotten 
 But then the economical crisis of 2008 brought back the mantra 
 The former president of France and David Cameron brought it up again 

soon after 
 So it’s not just about wealth, it’s about happiness and well being 
 Professor Richard Layard from the University of London Economics 

specializes in happiness 
 There is a well being movement, Mr Layard feels that the two most 

important factors of happiness involve the disillusion with fruits of 
economic growth and the new science of happiness  
 
 

1. Why was it Bhutan that invented GNH? 
2. Is happiness something universal? 
3. What about the 2008 crisis caused the shift to happiness?  



4. How is this particular source of science effecting national and global 
planning presently? 

5. How do you think we can contribute (WSF and individual)? 

 

Clip 2 

 

Summary/translation 

 

 MVO (Maatschappelijk veraantwoord ondernemer – corporate social 

responsibility) is part of the purpose economy in which you as a corporation 

can have impact on social life 

 Corporate social responsibility is gradually becoming a condition to do 

business 

 In the past, what we now see as irresponsible was standard in the business 

field – so basically, other companies were seen as different or unique when 

executing actions in a responsible manner  

 In 5-10 years it will be unacceptable to do business in an irresponsible manner 

 New companies create a purpose for the planet and the society and in the end 

they gain profit and these are the companies of the future 

 

 

Questions 

 

1. So where does happiness come in all of this as discussed in the clip?  

2. In the past century, why were we so ignorant towards responsible activities in 

the workplace and businesses? 

3. Does the future have more profit in store for businesses if they started 

adopting a more responsible business conduct? 

4. At your work or study place, what would you consider as appropriate social 

responsibility?  

5. Regarding yourself and having purpose, how could you contribute to 

happiness as an individual? 

 

Clip 3 

 

Summary/Translations 

 

 Boyan Slat has invented a way to clean up the oceans with a movement called 

“Ocean Cleanup” – cleaning up the ocean without using further energy 

 The new trend is now that businesses combine society and profit in the 

business model  

 So they don’t start off with a business idea, but with the goal to solve a social 

problem and ultimately develop a business model as a solution 

 New entrepreneurs have become emotionally attached to the issue at hand and 

that sheds a new light on how business is dealt with 

 The main goal is to solve the problem  

 

Questions: 



 

1. So Asha, we are all aware that you have started the “Action for Happiness” 

movement. Can you please explain your organization and how you were 

inspired to start such a movement?  

2. The clip talked about the Ocean CleanUp, do you know of any other 

examples? 

3. Could you please tell us a little more about your education programs at Action 

for Happiness the Netherlands? 

4. In this documentary a purpose spectrum is explained and this involves 1. 

Personal purpose 2. Purpose for immediate people around you 3. Broader 

social environmental purpose. Which of these do you find most important in 

impacting your happiness?  

5. How would you define happiness? 

 

Clip 4 
 
Summary/Questions 
 

 In the western part of Amsterdam, a mobile factory has been made and 
their producing building blocks out of rubble 

 For people to build T-shelters in one day by themselves in a DIY fashion 
 So their their giving uneducated workers workshops to build these 

houses 
 30 square meter houses can be built in 2 days 

 
 

1. The documentary also provided a sample on different ways to attract 
labor, the changing grocery business, and the growing of trees in desserts. 
What other Happiness models could you think of? 

2. Do we need to change our way of living since factories and 3D printing is 
slowly starting to take over our income? 

3. How we can stay happy without means of living? 
4. What are the elements we have learn to enhance our Gross National 

Happiness? Is happiness the new rich? 
5. What will you do at home, work or study tomorrow to increase your own 

personal happiness? 


